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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I practice architecting within the context of the U.S. Department of Defense.My enterprise is that part of the DoD concerned with translating the need for operational capabilities into information systems-based solutions.I’m not an enterprise architect in the sense that many of you are.  I practice a unique blend of architecting that is a cross between enterprise architecting and product-line architecting.  I call it “capability to systems architecting.”  Our goal is to translate the strategy and capability needs of our enterprise clients into architectural specifications for the engineering, manufacture, and use of operational products.DoD is attempting to build systems and systems of systems on a larger scale than ever before achieved or imagined.  However, the complexity of this scale is likely to be a fundamental limitation upon our ability to achieve those systems.Coincident with building such systems we are moving to a new generation of systems‘ technologies: service-oriented architecting, utility computing, virtualization and consolidation of physical resources — as well as new ways of operating: increasing “jointness”, improving net-centricity, increasing dependence upon coalitions.   These changes also increase the complexity of our endeavors.Architecting is fundamentally a complexity reducing practice. In its current form, the practice of architecting within DoD is critically challenged — yet needed more than ever.In this presentation I would like to consider some of the questions that we face as we look forward to redeveloping and perhaps reinventing the foundations and infrastructure of our discipline.Hopefully, there will be aspects of my presentation that will be helpful to a wide variety of listeners:  not only those who do similar work, but also those that are members of other kinds of capability-based organizations, which includes most government agencies;  those that are interested in developing models and theory concerning the practice of architecting; as well as those whose architecting products are the basis for their interaction with traditional engineeering organizations.
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Introduction

Brad Mercer is a principal architect with the MITRE Corporation in San Diego, 
California.  The MITRE Corporation is a Federally Funded Research and 
Development Corporation (FFRDC).

Mr. Mercer serves as architecture advisor to the Office of the Chief Engineer     
of the U.S. Navy’s Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center (SPAWAR) in   
San Diego.  In this capacity he serves as primary or consulting architect on 
multiple U.S. Navy Service-Oriented Architecture and Net-Centricity initiatives. 
Mr. Mercer is currently assigned as principal architecture advisor to the U.S. 
Navy’s Consolidated Afloat Network and Enterprise Services (CANES) program.  
CANES is a $1.5B initiative to recapitalize the information infrastructure on  
board U.S. Navy ships and submarines.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combining theory with practice is essential to advancing both.  As a practicing architect I try to take time to step back and consider the foundations upon which our discipline is constructed — that is the motivation behind this presentation.I also believe that clear understanding of those foundations leads to better practice.  And, that application in practice leads to improvements in the theoretical foundations.The Navy’s CANES program currently serves the purpose of a laboratory for applying many of the ideas described in this presentation.  I will close this presentation with a description of how we are employing architecture to achieve a better understanding of the system as it develops and how we are using architecture to better control both programmatic and technical aspects of its development.
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CANES:  A Convergence of Technologies

► Navy investing $1.5B in CANES*
– Consolidate multiple existing 

afloat physical networks into a 
single physical network 
infrastructure

– Virtualize physical servers and 
data storage atop network 
infrastructure

– Develop an SOA-based 
infrastructure atop virtualized 
resources

► CANES is nothing less than a 
wholesale recapitalization of the 
Navy’s information infrastructure 
afloat!

*CANES - Consolidated Afloat
Networks and Edge Services
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Dealing with Complexity

Architecting is a key discipline in the successful development of systems to deliver 
operational capability. However, the key ideas behind this discipline are not well under-
stood even among its practitioners. Architecting is not just a branch of engineering - it 
is fundamentally different from engineering.  Architecting is co-equal with engineering 
in determining success in systems development.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although it is important to combine theory and practice, the key ideas behind this discipline are not well understood even among its practitioners.This lack of understanding has lead to the emergence of a degenerate form of practice that I might call “check-the-box” architecting, or “cookbook” architecting, or architecting for compliance.  This is most characterized by a dogmatic adherence to interpretations of frameworks — like DoDAF — that were never intended and the belief that flawed practice or bad architecting can be remedied by overlaying more structure upon poor foundations.As I close this presentation I’d like to describe how the ideas presented here have been applied to a real world program to achieve a better understanding of the system as it develops and to better control both programmatic and technical aspects of its development.



Architect n. a person who practices “architecting”
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Yogi Berra said:  “In theory 
there is no difference between 
theory and practice.  In practice 
there is.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So … What does it mean to “practice architecting”?I suggest that our understanding of an answer to this question is severely lacking -- that perhaps we lack understanding of:what architecting really iswhat is the fundamental science upon which it is based; andwhat is the real contribution that architecting can make to creating the complex systems-of-systems envisioned for the future.To answer these questions, I have to start with some fundamentals — bear with me and I will soon bring this all together as a full set of insights.
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All Systems have an Architecture

System components might include people, cultures, organizations, policies, 
services, techniques, technologies, information/data, facilities, products, 
procedures, processes, other systems, and/or any other natural or artificial 
(i.e. man-made) things – much more than just information or communications 
system components!

System n. a set of components and an associated mechanism, 
apparent or not, for integrating them as a cohesive whole.  The 
whole is sufficiently cohesive to have an identity distinct from its 
environment.

Architecture n. an intrinsic quality or property of a system
consisting of the arrangement and interrelationships, both static 
and dynamic, among its components and their externally visible 
properties; the structure or form of a system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me posit a couple of definitions that I’ll use quite literally throughout my presentation.Architecting is a practice that attempts to influence systems.  As such the entire practice is built upon the concept of a “system.”  This concept is given to us by a discipline known as “systems science.”  Systems science is the foundational discipline of both systems engineering and systems architecting.These definitions may seem simplistic, but I have had architects refuse to recognize these definitions and instead tell me that a system is an element of an architecture — “you know, systems are the boxes that we draw when we create an architecture.”  Or, in the case of what I’ll call the “tyranny of the domain experts,” I’ve been told that “a system is a collection of configuration items under management and operation in accordance with policies on configuration management.”  It should be apparent that these alternate definitions are insufficient to build a practice of architecting upon them.But, the bigger conceptual problem is the belief that what we draw on paper or describe in the voluminous documents we produce is “the architecture” of a system — when in fact “the architecture” is an existent property of the system whether or not we interpret it correctly in our diagrams or correctly construct the systems so as to achieve it.  This belief that our pictures are reality without the effort to consciously achieve such a reality quite literally is the biggest error in the practice of architecting.
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► All systems have an architecture ─ intentionally architected or   
not ─ and that architecture is a primary determinant of the 
system’s behavior.

► In architecting our goal is two-fold:
– to understand and affect the behavior of existing systems
– to understand and predict the behavior of the systems we 

will construct

Why do we Practice Architecting?

The Architecting Thesis
If we can make apparent the architecture of a system,

then we can understand, affect, or manage that
architecture in order to achieve desired behavior.

Newsflash!
If you don’t control the 

architecture of your system, 
then that architecture will 

control your system!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fundamental first idea about architecting is something we might call the “Architecting Thesis.”  It answers the question – Why do we practice architecting?We want to predict or affect the behavior of the systems we design and construct.Your system will have an architecture – intentional or not!  And, if you don’t “control” that architecture it will control your system!The result of not controlling your architecture could be disastrous in terms of emergent behavior not anticipated, or perhaps just costly in terms of systems development failure.Understanding the foundations of our discipline helps us focus on what’s really important, helps us understand why we practice architecting, and can be a touchstone for the resolution of many hard problems that we encounter in practice.
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Architecture n. an intrinsic quality or property of a system 
consisting of the arrangement and interrelationships, both 
static and dynamic, among its components and their 
externally visible properties;  the structure or form of a system.

Architecture Description n. a representation of an 
architecture; a conceptualization of the form of a system.

Framework n. a set of assumptions, concepts, values, and 
practices that constitutes a way of viewing reality

Architecture Framework n. a way of conceptualizing the form 
of a system.

Architecture Descriptions and Frameworks

Architecture is reality!
Architecture Description is a view of reality!

Bad Architecting Rule #1
“Don’t ever let reality 
get in the way of your    

view of reality!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated previously too many DoD architects confuse the depictions that they create with the real architecture of the systems under investigation.Remember, “architecture” is an intrinsic property of a system while our depictions are interpretations of that property.Further complicating and inducing potential error in our interpretations is the fact that we generally create them within some framework.  Frameworks are a way of viewing reality — their use does not guarantee an accurate depiction of reality.Too many DoD architects consider the architecture descriptions they create to be the actual architecture of the system under investigation.
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What is the structure or form of a system?

INFORMATION

Architecture

Functional “Structure”
Described using Functional 
Models (e.g. flow diagrams, 

function hierarchies, interface 
diagrams)

Behavioral “Structure”
Described using Behavioral 
Models (e.g. rule sets, state 

diagrams, event traces)

Information “Structure”
Described using Information 
Models (e.g. data models, 

ontologies)

Architecture n. an intrinsic quality or property of a 
system consisting of the arrangement and inter-
relationships, both static and dynamic, among its 
components and their externally visible properties;  
the structure or form of a system.

Architecture Description n. a representation of    
an architecture; a conceptualization of the form of 
a system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is this “form” that we say that it is the job of the DoD architect to describe?In civil architecture this form is apparent in the visual appearance of the building or buildings being constructed.  Form is not so readily apparent in the information systems architectures that we conceptualize in DoD.The form of information systems architectures is principally conceptualized thru the use of models in three different ways: …It takes all three to fully describe an architecture — and we can start with any one and complete in any order.  The nature of our investigation generally dictates the order.A significant problem in DoD architecting is that we place most if not all our emphasis on functional form while our clients tend to think in terms of information.I suggest that the fact that so much interest is emerging in the area of data strategy and data architectures in DoD is a direct response to the overemphasis on functional form by DoD architects – and a lack of emphasis on “information form.”  DoD architects haven’t done the job in this regard.If our architectures are principally concerned with the creation, transport, processing, and storage of information, one might consider that the understanding of the information elements of an architecture should come first.
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Architecting Domains

Capability Architecting
In capability architecting the architect 

applies architecting principles and 
practices to translate capability needs 

into enterprise engineering 
requirements

Systems Architecting
In systems architecting the architect 
applies architecting principles and 
practices to allocate engineering 
requirements to system/product 

components

Operational Architecting
In operational architecting the architect 

applies architecting principles and 
practices to select and integrate 

operational resources into an effective 
mission focused structure

Enterprise Architecting
In enterprise architecting the architect 

applies architecting principles and 
practices to plan the alignment of IT 
resources with corporate strategy

Core Principles and Practices
of Architecting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One issue within our discipline is that we don’t seem to understand that all “architecting” is not the same.There are sub–practices within our discipline that seek to answer very different sets of questions.  Yet, we continue to attempt to discuss them as if they were all the same.What does tie us all together is that we all should apply the same fundamental body of principles and practices — but within differing contexts._____________________________________________________________________This is not so different from the approach to practice of our engineering brethren.  No one would attempt to have a chemical engineer solve mechanical engineering problems, or to have an electrical engineer solve aerospace engineering problems.Yet, we think nothing of asking enterprise architects to solve systems architecting problems, or asking systems architects to solve capability architecting problems.Differing contexts and objectives in each architecting domain have lead to significant debate about the overall purpose and practices of architecting.We need to get at the foundations of what it means to practice architecting.  What is that fundamental body of principles and practices?



Architecting and Engineering
“Who’s on first?”

Copyright ©2008 The MITRE Corporation.  All Rights Reserved.
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Architecting and Engineering
─ Two Very Different Sides of the Same Problem

Synthesis of Form Analysis of Function

• Reductionist
• Reduces complexity
• Optimizing - technical optimization
• Quantitative costs
• Deductive
• Algorithms
• Value in the “how”
• Emphasis on arrangement (syntax)
• Internal interfaces - Boundedness
• Precision; exact
• Produces implementation specification
• Engineering “design”

Architecting Engineering

• Holistic
• Manipulates complexity
• Satisficing - client satisfaction
• Qualitative worth
• Abductive
• Heuristics
• Value in the “what”
• Emphasis on meaning (semantics)
• External interfaces - Openness
• Abstraction; notional
• Produces architectural specification
• Architectural “design”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only do we confuse the sub-practices within our discipline, but we also confuse our role as architects with that of our engineering brethren.I suggest that the paradigm of architecting is fundamentally different from the paradigm of engineering — and that we all too often see ourselves as“engineering the details of the solution”rather than“architecting the form of the solution.”______________________________________________________It is the role of the architect to synthesize the form of the solution that maximizes the satisfaction of stakeholder needs.It is the role of the engineer to analyze the functionality of that solution in order to create a producible implementation.Two very different disciplines.
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Engineering and Architecting 

Engineering n. the application of scientific and mathematical 
principles to practical ends such as the design, manufacture, 
and operation of efficient and economical structures, 
machines, processes, and systems

─ The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2000.

Architecting n. the application of scientific and mathematical 
principles to the representation of the form of a system in 
support of practical ends such as the planning, analysis, and 
engineering of efficient and economical systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So .. If we look to a dictionary for definitions of these two disciplines we might find these definitions.Note that we practice architecting in support of practical ends — not for its own sake.  This is a simple but important idea — too many practicing architects seem to get lost in the creation of their “views of reality.”  In the human domain such departures might be viewed in the best case as practicing philosophical inquiry and as a mental disorder in the worst.Upon deeper inspection, one might envision that we could practice architecting inside of or outside of the practice of engineering if our goal is to support practical ends.  And, that is truly the case.But unfortunately, this difference also leads to significant debate and potential error in practice.
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Traditional Systems Architecting

Component
Development

Requirements
Engineering

System Demo
& Validation

System Integ
& Test

Systems Engineering
and

Development Process

SystemSystem
Requirements

Functional Analysis, Architecting, and 
Allocation employs the Architecting 
Paradigm to synthesize a functional 
model from discrete requirements

Functional
Allocation

The Role of Systems 
Architecting within 

Systems Engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditionally, many have viewed architecting as just another part of the systems engineering process.True — systems architects generally practice within this context.  But, many even consider operational architects as practicing within this context — believing that operational architecting is just another part of requirements engineering.Note that requirements engineering is about the management and analysis of requirements.  It’s not about the wholesale creation of them.  So, where do system requirements come from?
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Architecting and Engineering
─ Two Sides of the Same Problem

► Engineering employs analysis of function to iteratively decompose 
and separate a primarily functional representation of a whole into 
representations of economically producible components that can 
be assembled to construct the functional whole.

► Big implication here!  Engineering requires an “initial point” —
a representation of the whole — to be successful!

Engineering does not work without an initial point!!

► We refer to this “initial point” as:

Engineerible Requirements
The set of engineering requirements necessary and sufficient to initiate

the successful engineering and production of a system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic Premise of Systems EngineeringGiven engineerible requirements systems engineering can produce a system that is within acceptable variation for achieving the desired effects.
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Architecting and Engineering
─ Two Sides of the Same Problem

► Architecting employs synthesis of form to iteratively compose 
separate elements to form a coherent whole, or a representation 
of a coherent whole, that can serve as an “initial point” for system 
development.

► Architecting synthesizes this “initial point” from the collective 
vision, goals, constraints, and other needs of the stakeholders in 
the to-be-developed system — converting conflicting stakeholder 
demands into a conceptualized whole that maximizes the 
satisfaction of each stakeholder.

► From the point of view of architecting, we refer to this “engineering 
initial point” as an:

Architecture Specification
An architecture description to which all system implementations must 

adhere; and a set of principles, practices, and constraints guiding 
implementation, operation, and evolution of the developed system
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Architecting and Engineering
─ Two Sides of the Same Problem

architecture specification

engineerible requirements

collective vision, goals, constraints,
and other needs of the stakeholders

representations of economically
producible components that can be

assembled to construct the functional whole

Analysis
of Function

iteratively decompose and
separate a primarily functional

representation of a whole

iteratively compose
separate elements to

form a coherent whole

Synthesis
of Form

Engineering

Architecting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The principal purpose of architecting antecedes that of engineering.  It is, in fact, a principal purpose of architecting to create architecture descriptions or specifications that can be employed as engineerible requirements for engineering and producing systems.Because architecting antecedes engineering it must work within a context yet unstructured.  There are no requirements to drive the architect’s work.  There are only the vision, goals, constraints and needs of his client stakeholders.This implies that the architecture specification created by an architect — which becomes a set of engineerible requirements — is and must be independent of any particular implementation or production characteristics.  Again, the development of those characteristics is the purpose of engineering.



Architect n. a person who practices “architecting”

The Practice of Architecting
From the simplest point of view, the practice of architecting is the 

application of the architecting paradigm to the creation of 
architecture specifications that can be employed as engineerible 

requirements for engineering and producing systems.

Copyright ©2008 The MITRE Corporation.  All Rights Reserved. 1/31/2008 - 18



Architecting Capabilities
The Role of the Architect in DoD

Copyright ©2008 The MITRE Corporation.  All Rights Reserved.
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The Platform Enterprise Value Chain

Mission Achieved

Mission Need

Platform Employment

Platform Planning

Platform Development

Platform

Mission Need
Statement

Operational
Requirements

Requirements
Development

Deployment
and Warfighting

Component
Development

Requirements
Engineering

System Demo
& Validation

Functional
Allocation

System Integ
& Test

Systems Engineering
and

Development Process

PlatformOperational
Requirements

Planner

Builder

Operator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The platform-based enterprise pre-dated today’s capability-based enterprise.  In the platform enterprise it was sufficient to hand off the product of the planner to the builder because operational requirements were expressed in terms of the platform — “We need an airplane that can fly so far, so fast, carry so much payload, be only so detectable…”Variation between the platform built and the platform needed was generally contained within an acceptable range.  Any “description gap” was adequately bridged by the requirements engineering methods of the builder. 
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Capability Employment

Capability Development

Capability

Achieved Effects

The Capability Enterprise Value Chain

“Builder’s
View”

“Planner’s
View”

“Strategist’s
View”

“Operator’s
View”

DoD 5000*

JCIDS

Doctrine,
CONOPS

Warfighting

Capability Expression

Desired Effects
(conflict, market, social, other)

Capability Planning

Capability
Concept

Capability
Need

* DoD 5000 applies to the development of materiel 
components of a capability.  In addition to materiel, 
capability development should consider the range 
of DOTMLPF solution components. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most DoD architects practice within a large and complex context known as “the Capability-Based Enterprise.”Even the private sector has adopted this idea of capability-based architecting and now we find capability architecting employed there to translate corporate strategy into enterprise engineering requirements.  Requirements that then drive the creation of enterprise architecture to guide the alignment of IT resources with corporate strategy.Note, the EVC is not composed of discrete, separate phases.  The line between phases is marked by the creation of a product, but the overall approach is more consistent with concurrent engineering.  In concurrent engineering the line between phases is blurred as participants tend to work together throughout — iterating and revising phase products as experience is gained.
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Capability Employment

Capability Development

Capability

Achieved Effects

The Capability Enterprise Value Chain

Engineerible
Requirements

“Builder’s
View”

“Planner’s
View”

“Strategist’s
View”

“Operator’s
View”

DoD 5000*

JCIDS

Doctrine,
CONOPS

Warfighting

Capability Expression

Desired Effects
(conflict, market, social, other)

Capability Planning

Capability
Concept

Capability
Need

* DoD 5000 applies to the development of materiel 
components of a capability.  In addition to materiel, 
capability development should consider the range 
of DOTMLPF solution components. 

Description
Gap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However … in practice within DoD today there is a significant “description gap” between the planner and the builder.  This “description gap” causes a discontinuity in the traceability between these two phases.This “description gap” is a result of the evolution of the capability enterprise from the platform enterprise.  In the platform enterprise it was sufficient to hand off the product of the planner to the builder — any “description gap” was adequately bridged by the requirements engineering methods of the builder.  Variation between the platform built and the platform needed was generally contained within an allowable range (a range directly proportional to the size of the “description gap”).
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Capability Employment

Capability Development

Capability

Achieved Effects

The Capability Enterprise Value Chain

Capability Architecting
Capability

Architecture
“Builder’s

View”

“Architect’s
View”

“Planner’s
View”

“Strategist’s
View”

“Operator’s
View”

DoD 5000*

Architecture
Specification

JCIDS

Doctrine,
CONOPS

Warfighting

Capability Expression

Desired Effects
(conflict, market, social, other)

Capability Planning

Capability
Concept

Capability
Need

* DoD 5000 applies to the development of materiel 
components of a capability.  In addition to materiel, 
capability development should consider the range 
of DOTMLPF solution components. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This “description gap” results from the fact that there is no discernible capability architecting phase and no production of an architecture specification.  There are only a variety of “shadow” activities (i.e. OV, SV, TV development) distributed across and within capability planning and capability development.Capability planning and capability development are “first class” efforts, while the necessary activities of capability architecting are “second-class” efforts.
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Architecting and Engineering
─ Two Sides of the Same Problem

architecture specification

engineerible requirements

collective vision, goals, constraints,
and other needs of the stakeholders

representations of economically
producible components that can be

assembled to construct the functional whole

Analysis
of Function

Synthesis
of Form

Engineering

Architecting

Capability EmploymentCapability Employment

Capability DevelopmentCapability Development

CapabilityCapability

Achieved Effects

Capability EmploymentCapability Employment

Capability DevelopmentCapability Development

CapabilityCapability

Achieved Effects

Capability ArchitectingCapability Architecting
Capability

Architecture
Capability

Architecture

Capability ArchitectingCapability Architecting
Capability

Architecture
Capability

Architecture

Capability ExpressionCapability Expression

Desired Effects
(conflict, market, social, other)

Capability PlanningCapability Planning

Capability
Concept

Capability
Concept

Capability
Need

Capability
Need

Capability ExpressionCapability Expression

Desired Effects
(conflict, market, social, other)

Capability PlanningCapability Planning

Capability
Concept

Capability
Concept

Capability
Need

Capability
Need

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is clear that the model we developed earlier to define the relationship between architecting and engineering defines the solution to the “description gap” within the capability enterprise value chain.



Architecture Specification
“Form before Function”

Copyright ©2007 The MITRE Corporation.  All Rights Reserved.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Form before Function”??? That doesn’t sound right because we have all been taught that “Form follows Function.”  Both are true – but how can that be??“Form before Function” implies that we must first establish the bounds upon or the form of a solution space within which engineering can iterate to find an optimal solution. We’re talking about the form of a solution space — not the form of a point solution.“Form follows Function” implies that only after we establish an optimal combination of functions can we complete the form of a point solution representing the same.
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CANES:  A Convergence of Technologies

► Navy investing $1.5B in CANES*
– Consolidate multiple existing 

afloat physical networks into a 
single physical network 
infrastructure

– Virtualize physical servers and 
data storage atop network 
infrastructure

– Develop an SOA-based 
infrastructure atop virtualized 
resources

► CANES is nothing less than a 
wholesale recapitalization of the 
Navy’s information infrastructure 
afloat!

*CANES - Consolidated Afloat
Networks and Edge Services
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Service-Oriented Environment

Networks

Hardware Infrastructure

Software Infrastructure

Services Infrastructure

Application Services

Service Processes

Operational Processes

Doctrine, Strategy, Tactics

vi
rt

ua
liz

ed
com

m
oditized

Application Services Infrastructure

HardwareSoftwarePeopleware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A “service-oriented environment” is where we see multiple technologies converge.   It becomes difficult to differentiate the separate technologies employed.  We often confuse one technology with another.In working to develop a service-oriented environment, we often get caught in our layer and forget that the whole purpose of our layer is to present a visible interface to the layer above.A service-oriented environment is holistic. You cannot specify the purpose of any one layer independent of the others.You cannot specify the purpose of any one layer in operational terms – only the purpose of the whole.
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CANES Service-Oriented Environment

Networks

Hardware Infrastructure

Software Infrastructure

Services Infrastructure

Application Services

Service Processes

Application Services Infrastructure

PEO C4I Infrastructure Services Provider

► Develop an SOA-Based infrastructure 
atop virtualized resources

► Virtualize physical servers and data 
storage to provides a common com-
puting environment atop network 
infrastructure

► Consolidate multiple existing afloat 
physical networks into a single 
physical network infrastructure

PEO C4I Application Services Providers

► Refactor Existing applications and 
develop future applications to create 
a service-oriented environment
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Architecture Specification as a Solution Space

An Architecture Specification is an architecture description to which 
all system implementations must adhere; and a set of principles, 
practices, and constraints guiding implementation, operation, and 
evolution of the developed system.

a set of potential
implementations “a solution space”

one potential
implementation

boundary defined by the
architecture specification

Architects apply the process of design to synthesize a form through trials 
guided by heuristics in order to compare forms until a qualitative best-fit 
emerges that satisfices conflicting needs.
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Engineerible Requirements are the set of engineering requirements
necessary and sufficient to initiate the successful engineering and 
production of a system

a set of candidate
implementations “a solution space”

one candidate
implementation

boundary defined by
engineerible requirements

Engineers apply the process of design through quantitative analysis to 
tradeoff conflicting requirements until an optimal solution is determined.

Engineerible Requirements as a Solution Space
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System Specification vs
Architecture Specification

Abstract Model
► Thing 1

– Functional attributes
– Nonfunctional attributes

► Thing 2
– …

► Thing 3
– …

SYSTEM SPEC ARCHITECTURE SPEC

Example
A.  Functional Requirements

1.  The system shall ….
B.  Performance Requirements

1.  The system shall ….
C.  Capacity Requirements

1.  The system shall ….
D.  Reliability Requirements

1.  The system shall ….

Example
1.  Processing Service

a.  The service shall ….
b.  The service shall ….
c.  The service shall ….

2.  Distribution Service
a. …

3.  Display Service
a. …

Why is “Form” Important???

We can’t start engineering
without a “thing” to engineer

Abstract Model
► Functional Attribute Class

– attribute a
– attribute b
– attribute c

► Nonfunctional Attribute Class 1
– attribute d
– attribute e

► Nonfunctional Attribute Class 2
– ….



Architecture Semantics
“What does it all mean?”

Copyright ©2007 The MITRE Corporation.  All Rights Reserved.
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The Architect’s View

► “Architect’s View” – View taken by the architect in 
formalizing and expressing the client’s needs as an 
architecture description

► Contains only elements needed by the architect to 
describe an architecture and nothing more

► Logical data models do not represent the architect’s 
view – they include too many non-architecture 
artifacts

► The “Architect’s View” is expressed using a formal 
conceptual model that provides a common set of 
semantics for expressing that view

Implemented Database

Conceptual Data Model

Conceptual Model

Logical Data Model

Physical Data Model

Architect’s View

The Model Stack

The architect’s role is to formalize and represent the needs of 
his client – the warfighter.   This role motivates a unique view 

of the architecture – “the architect’s view.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Architecture is the highest level conceptualization of a systemIn order to describe an architecture we need a language to express the concepts composing that conceptualizationNot the language of implementation, e.g., data modeling languages, but rather the language of the architect’s viewConcepts and their relationships constitute the meanings or semantics of a languageNotations constitute the syntax used to transport the meanings during communicationAny number of notations or syntactic forms might be constructed to transport one set of semanticsBottom-line it’s the meanings, not the notations that are important
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Architecture Semantics

groups

Who? What?

Where? How?

Function

Resource

Location

Time

controls

selects

Product

Rule

When?

Why?
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Products and Events are not the actual 
effects achieved by a capability.  The 

effect is achieved indirectly as
a change in state in response

to the products and events.

Capability and Effects

Capability n. The ability to achieve a desired effect under specified standards and 
conditions through combination of means and ways to perform a set of tasks.

─ From CJCSI 3170.01E, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 11 May 2005

Effect n. a change to a condition, 
behavior, or degree of freedom

─ From CJCSM 3500.04D, Universal 
Joint Task List, 1 August 2005

Ways

Standards

Conditions

Means

groups

groups

ac
co

m
pl

is
he

s

produces

consum
es

FunctionFunction

ResourceResource

NodeNode

Event1
Event1

controls

selects

ProductProduct

RuleRule

Event2
Event2

generates

“Effect”

Ways

Standards

Conditions

Means

groups

groups

ac
co

m
pl

is
he

s

produces

consum
es

FunctionFunction

ResourceResource

NodeNode

Event1
Event1

controls

selects

ProductProduct

RuleRule

Event2
Event2

generates

“Effect”

Location

Event1
(Time)

Event2
(Time)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The JCIDS definition differs from the following provided by the “DoD Dictionary of Military Terms”:Capability n. The ability to execute a specified course of action. (A capability 	may or may not be accompanied by an intention.)Intention n. An aim or design (as distinct from capability) to execute a 	specified course of action.─ From Joint Publication 1-02, DoD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, 12 April 2001 		(As Amended Through 31 August 2005)



Thank you!!

Please contact me at:
Brad Mercer
Principal Architect
The MITRE Corporation
SPAWARSYSCEN SD
49185 Transmitter Road, Building 626
San Diego, CA 92152-7335
bmercer@mitre.org
619-758-7814
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